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If Adam had read Products Liability, he
would have sued not only the serpent for
willful deception causing economic ruin,
but also God for manufacturing
the injurious apple. Moreover, according to
principles
described
in this book, the
Lord's defense could not be securely based
on the fact that Adam had been warned
not to eat the apple. For recent developments in civil law now make it necessary
for manufacturers
to design products
which are safe even in the hands of negligent users.
Even though Adam is said to have
graciously accepted his ruin, the liability
of manufacturers
for damages caused by
their products is not a modern invention.
The ancient records of the Greek Boulee
and the Hebrew Sanhedrin show cases in
which restitution was sought for damages
occurring to the users of allegedly defective
merchandise.
Interestingly,
the modern
approach is not very different from that of
the Sanhedrin, whose members tried to
devise basic general
principles
which
would apply to every conceivable real and
hypothetical
situation and would at the
same time be permanent,
precise, and
fewer in number than the number of situations. The Greek approach was different;
despite a claim to objectivity, the Boulee
was inclined co award the verdict to the
more likeable fellow.
The thrust of modern developments
in
products liability law is to reduce the risk
to the consumer in the purchase and use of
commodities. While this goal is a laudable
one, its ultimate effect is to reduce the
threshold of risk with which the average
person can or is willing to cope. If trends
indicated in Products Liability continue,
the American populace will become a race
of sheltered, fearful, vengeful creatures in
a "no sharp objects" environment.
And
unless one believes that a utopian level of
safety is attainable, one sees that as old
dangers disappear we will become increasingly sensitive to new, formerly ineffec84
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rual, and minute dangers. The level of
human suffering will remain the same; it is
our biological integrity that disintegrates.
Foreseeing

All Possible Use

Products Liability and the Reasonably
Safe Product is not a philosophical book.
Soberly written by two lawyers and two
engineers, it progressively
describes the
state of the law in the arena of products
liability,
and the application
of this
knowledge to the design of market products. As a book, it speaks highly for the
collaboration
between parties in diverse
and highly technical
fields because
it
neither reads like a law-book nor an engineering text, yet it conveys technical details infused from each discipline. While it
may be an appropriate
text for a semester
course for students of both industrial engineering and commercial law, it also usefully informs the small to medium-sized
manufacturer
which is concerned about
its liability on behalf of its products.
There is good reason for concern. Consider the case of Ritter vs. the Narragansett Electric Co. A four-year-old girl, wishing to look into a pot on top of a small

30-inch gas range, opened the oven door
to use it as a stepping stool. This bit of ingenuity caused her serious injury when the
stove tipped over on top of her. The
manufacturer
was held liable for the girl's
injuries because the court ruled that the
manufacturer
should have foreseen this
sort of misuse of his product.
Consider
Garst vs. General
Motors
Corp. Three workmen were struck by an
earthmover
at a dam construction
site,
and one of them was killed. The machine
was moving at 10 to 12 miles per hour
and its operator did not see the ill-fated
men until they were only 15 feet away
from his blade. Because the plaintiffs expert testimony showed that the manufacturercould have built the earthmover with
faster-reacting
braking and steering systems, the manufacturer
was held liable,
despite the fact that even with these im-

provements to the machine the men would
have been hit. given the mover's speed and
the distance available for stopping. The
authors of Products Liability criticize this
ruling.
Finally, there is the case of Nissen
Trampoline
Co. vs. Terre Haut National
Bank. A I3-year-old
boy was injured

into a manhole, why should I watch where
tant for people who will use the products
reasonably have been forced onto the I am going?
The responsibility placed on manufacproducts to protect those who will use
the small trampoline
on which he was
jumping. The manufacturer was held them negligently or carelessly. The net re- turers by products liability litigation is just
liable on the basis of its failure to affix a sult is that everyone turns around to find one indicator of modern society'S removal
of responsibility away from individual.
warning to the device stating that the that the prices have gone up (again!).
D Decreased Utility: A 30-inch gas range Actually, in past centuries people avoided
user's foot could become entangled in the
responsibility for unfortunate situations
support springs. The authors, with un- ought to have the advantage of portability
and light weight to reduce vehicle weight by inventing gods to accept the blame. But
characteristic wit, suggest the warning,
when used in a motorhome or trailer. since gods could not be relied on for res"Don't use this product!"
Forcing the manufacturer to add ballast or titution, a person still did all he or she
to construct the stove out of heavier ma- could to avert misfortune.
Reflections on Our Society
The acceptance of responsibility is the
terial frustrated this supposed advantage
essence of animal life. If when Adam was
Admittedly, these are among the more ab- of a small stove.
D Stifled Innovation: The Industrial Rev- expelled from Eden, he had sued God for
surd cases featured in Products Liability.
olution and the advancement of the United recompensation he would have reduced
BtH they are not uncharacteristic of the
others. They must be seen not as excep- States came about because people were himself to the level of the creations of the
third day. Instead, he held his head up and
tional cases, but as cases which indicate a willing to try new ideas, buy unfamiliar
said, "All right, God. I'll make it without
driving trend. The judicial
system is products, and take bold risks. If manufacyou." In doing this he established the
turers are saddled with the responsibility
reflecting an attitude in the consuming
of ensuring that none of their new prod- dignity of the human race which is no
public that says to the manufacturer,
greater and no less than the dignity of the
"You take the responsibility
for my life ucts will have any ill effects, who would
eagle leaving the nest and of the lion leavblame them for staying with old products?
and well-being.
I may not understand
If Queen Isabella was liable for all cases of ing the den. When a man ceases to guard
your product and I may not use it prophis own interests, and expects other forces
erly, so you make sure it won't hurt me." scurvy aboard the Santa Maria, Columbus
or other people to watch out for him, he
While the authors go on to discuss how would never have sailed.
engineers and managers can attempt to o A Disinterested Population: When I abandons that dignity. He is crying for the
design products that answer that request, I was a boy, 1 learned to test a plank for comfort of Eden.
would like to look at the effects of rbar re- rigidity before putting all my weight on it.
quest on the society which putS it forward. When I learned to drive I was taught how Marshall Bums is a senior in physics at
o Inflation: While it will cost very little to handle the car if the braking system M.I. T. He has been a writer, researcher,
to affix a warning to a trampoline, the im- should fail. When I first used a tram- photographer, retailer, efficiency consulproved breaking and steering systems of poline, I did not need to be told to stay tant, private investigator, warehouse
the earthmover and a heavier material or away from the edge. What will happen to worker, cab and truck driver and ditchballast for rhe small gas range will in- a society in which a basic application of digger, and is the president of Ennex
crease the cost of those products. Basi- intelligence is superfluous to survival? If I corp. 0
cally, improvements which are unimpor- can earn disability income by stepping
when his foot became entangled in the
springs supporting the bounce-platform of

